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floors. You realize how your back also benefits from this original relatio:-
ship served by your knees.

By descending to the ancient hierarchies of development, you alrra,.-:
find comfort and correction. What sifts the superfluous from the funC,-
mental activities of existence and makes them efficient-in evolution as r:,
the reconstructed process-is the orientation to seek out that which is cor: -

fortable, the talent for coordinating the participation of each part in th=
appropriate measure and in the right time, without waste-a kind of func-
tional gravitation.

This is the same willingness to mobilize yourself through sensitive team-
work which later vertically aligns your body in an upright stance, makinr
each of your parts responsible for and connected to that thriving posture.

The effective traiectory for extending an arm:
sensitivity instead of a map
Even a simple movement like extending an arm can be the theme of an entire
research study in the awareness laboratory.

When lying down, or later in standing, you raise your arm like a bab,v
who extends his hand to grab an object. The process guides you to experi-
ment with a number of possibilities. You are attentive to subtle details and
discover the path of least resistance.

You realize that the trajectory which brings you a continuous uniform
movement with a low level of tension forms for you shapes which flow
through space in curving lines winding around themselves. No one can give
you the map of this pathway in advance; you can only discover it yourself
by your sensitivity to varying shades of ease.

You may discover that the most comfortable way to coordinate your
scapula, shoulder, arm, wrist and hand into an integrated function is to first
direct the hand toward the mouth. This primal existential motivation sets
you into a moving pathway which your body readily accepts.

From the mouth you continue to lift your arm with a certain rotation
and reach a full extension of the arm above the head. The whole time the
sensation of your own weight guides your elbow to hang loosely and to seek
the lowest point. If you allow yourself to touch your body you can pass
through part of the way with your hand restfully brushing your chest, neck
and head. Even a painful shoulder which made it impossible for you to comb
your hair is liable to consent to move more than before.
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A Straight Back or a Wise Back?

How to raise an arm in the least
resistant pathway
You facilitate the beginning by first
directing the hand to the mouth,
which is basic to the lunction of eat-
ing and therefore simple, and then
you allow the rotntion of the arm to
facilitate its exte nding.
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This is the orientation toward navigating to the practical and the easy
which later stands you up on your feet with greater efficiency and simplicity.

Transition from prone to supine:
integrating all dimensions
When parents leave their baby lying on his stomach and later find him lying
on his back, it is not only cause for celebration but also conflrmation that the
motor development is on the right course. The function of tuming from prone
to supine and its reverse integrates the use of all three dimensions with pre-
cise balance between weight, intentions, direction and the inter-relationship
among all parts of the body, with a special challenge to the rib cage.

Rolling over-the gate to gratified
functioning
Rolling from the back to the stomach
is a complex skill that requires the sen-
sitive cooperation of each and every
part of the body within, precision of
investing power, configuration in space
and timing while coping with gravity.
Learning to roll over in harmony, you
enhance your movement intelligence
for every other function in life.
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